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(iii) If v' is any valuation of k, v E V(k) and v' < v then v' E V(k) if and only if v/v'(k/v') is divisible. (iv) If V(k) is not empty, then it is a final segment of W(k) with minima and maxima. The minimal element vo of V(k) is the valuation of V(k) with no non-trivial

(i) and (ii). (iii) follows from (ii). A It is easily seen that k is real closed if and only if it is an almost real closed field and dimp k = 0 for every prime number p. k is a Rolle field if and only if it is an almost real closed field with dimp k = 0 for every odd prime number p ([4]). In a similar way we can characterize chain-closed field and generalized real closed fields.
Also it can be shown that there are exactly 2dim2 k orders in any almost real closed field k.
We are interested in first-order definable valuations of k, and Jacob valuations ( [14] ) will provide us with important examples of those. In order to understand the meaning of these valuations let us introduce some definitions. Let P be the set of all prime numbers and S C P. Following [14] (ii) (a) every real valuation of k is henselian, and (b) k carries an order < such that for every archimedean subfield (F, <) of (k, <), the real closure of (F. <) is contained in (k, <).
iii) k is P-AE and Hereditarily-Pythagorean. (1) It follows from the proof that if (ii) (b) is true for an order of k it is true for every order of k.
PROOF. (i)
(2) For every S c IP, the class of S-AE fields has an undecidable theory, because it is weaker than one of the theories T2 or of [29] , which are hereditarily undecidable. The same holds for Pythagorean fields. As far as we know, the question of the decidability of Hereditarily-Pythagorean fields and the decidability of IP-AE fields are open. 
From Hn = Gn n H and H/Hn -< G/Gn we have that nH = nG n H and thus the elementary inclusion Spn (H) ' Spn (G) is defined by SPn (H) -
SPn (G) A H (h) -A G(h) if h , Hn
An ( (ii) The arguments are the same as in the proof of (i), using Corollary 4.2 (i) of [10] .
It remains to prove that the extension H C G preserves the predicates M (k), E(n,k) and D(p,r,i). If H F M(k)(h) thenh , Hn and CH/Hn(h) CH (h) and thus H l= M(k)(h) if and only if H/Hn Fz M(k)(h). Doing the same for G, from H/Hn -< G/Gn we conclude H l= M(k)(h) if and only if G l= M(k)(h). Also if H l= E (n, k) (h) then h V nH and a similar argument shows that H l= E (n, k) (h) if and only if H/Hn F E (n, k) (h). For D (p, r, i) it suffices to remark that h e prH
Let us now obtain some consequences of Theorem 3.5. It might be pointed out that the following results may be obtained as well for the language of ordered rings or even the language of valued and ordered fields taking the valuation to be vo. and analogously for any propositional connective. Now we are going to see that we can translate also theories of almost real closed fields to theories of ordered abelian groups preserving the completeness and in some cases the decidability.
DEFINITION. Given a theory T of almost real closed fields, we define TV as the following theory of ordered abelian groups Tv =Th({ vo(k) I k l= T }).
REMARKS. It is clear that in this case TO + TV. If T is a consistent theory of almost real closed fields, obviously Tv has models G with Go {0}. Hence, v is not onto, there are consistent theories E of ordered abelian groups withE I= Go $7 {0}: take G with {0} # Gp C Gq for some p E P and all q E P and E its theory. The following proposition characterizes those theories of ordered abelian groups which are in the range of v. PROPOSITION 
(1) For every LR-sentence E, p E T if and only if ? E TV. (2) For every almost real closed field k, k l= T if and only if vo(k) l= TV if and only if vo(k) l= ? for all p E T. (3) For every ordered abelian group G with Go = {0}, I1R((G)) l= T if and only if G t TV if and only if G t (pO for all W E T. (4) V is a one-to-one application between theories of almost real closed fields and theories of ordered abelian groups. In fact V is monotone: T C T' if and only
10. For every theory E of ordered abelian groups the following are equivalent: (i) There is a theory T of almost real closedfields such that Tv = E, (ii) E satisfies the following properties: (a) G = I implies G/Go A= , (b) E Th({ G G = E and Go = {0}}). Moreover, if (i) is satisfied Mod(T)
{
If G L E and Go = {O} then, by definition of T, R((G)) L T whence G = vo(R((G))) E {vo(k) I k T }. E C TV. We must show that k A= T implies vo (k) E S. Since X is elementary, k l= T implies that k carries a henselian valuation v with real closed residue field and v(k) = E thus, by (a), vo(k) = v(k)/v(k)o l=-E.
The following propositions show that V preserves some logical properties. F))) ?4. Definable real valuation rings. In Section 2 we have studied the valuations vs and have shown that when S is finite its valuation ring As is first-order definable. In this section k will be an almost real closed field and we will study the first-order definable real valuation rings of k.
It is not difficult to verify that R((F)) I= T and that
Vn(IR((
In order to give some results on definable real valuation rings of k we first study the definable convex subgroups of an ordered abelian group. (1) If dimp(G/pG) < +oo for every p E P then the only definable convex subgroups of G are the An (g) for some g E G and n > 2. This follows from the fact that in this case Spm (G) is finite for every m > 2 (see [22] for example).
(2) It is also true that H = U{Bn(g) I g E H } for the same n as in the preceding theorem. For, if g E H then for every h E G \ H, g G An (h) and thus . All the proofs may be found in [22] .
We start with some definitions. Let G be an ordered abelian group, g E G and n >2.
G is called n-regular if and only if for every convex divisible subgroup H 7 {O} of GI G/H is n-divisible. It is equivalent to the following first-order sentence: VXy (ei, *.. I Zn (X <? Z < Z2 < K * * < Zn < y) --Ez (x < nz < y)). REMARK. Theorem D is not stated in [22] but it is equivalent to Theorem 6.1 of [22] .
